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This past April, I was teaching on cross
examination at NHTSA’s annual conference, LifeSavers, in Portland, Oregon,
when I learned something wonderful. I was
discussing meeting with your officer before trial—material I brazenly lifted from
my dear friend and former Denton County
prosecutor Jimmy Angelino—when an
officer raised his hand and made a terrific
suggestion. I am ashamed to say I did not
get his name and can’t give him proper
credit. Editor’s Note: The officer who
offered this suggestion happened to be
Idaho’s own Sgt. Ted Piche of the Lewiston Police Department.

new and old officers he supervised in a
DWI unit. He explained that he tried to
observe every time one of his officers testified. He and the officer then stayed for
closing argument, and once the trial concluded, he asked for a little of the trial
prosecutor’s time for a post-trial conference. He detailed things he observed during direct and cross that went well, as well
as parts that went poorly—from things that
could be improved in the courtroom, in the
reports, and during the investigation—and
he solicited similar observations from both
the testifying officer and the prosecutor.
Whether the trial resulted in a conviction
or an acquittal, he used each one as a trainHe told the group of about 80 prosecu- ing lab. For one of the very few times in
tors and peace officers from across the my life, I was speechless, albeit only for a
country about a technique he used with brief moment. What a great idea!
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STOP THE INSANITY! . . . (Continued from Page 1)
I could not begin to count the number of
awkward directs and disastrous crosses I
have been part of or observed in DWI
cases. I often saw the same awful techniques and bad habits applied by trial attorneys, myself included, and officer witnesses in the very next outing—it was the
very definition of insanity (as Albert Einstein put it, “doing the same thing over and
over again and expecting different results”). As I stood there in Portland,
speechless, my brain raced. Professional
sports teams begin practice every week
looking at film of the last game. Why do
we not use the same strategy? Of course, I
know the answer. As prosecutors we are
already thinking about the next case. If we
won, we are ready to go back to the office
to brag. If we lost, we just want to disappear. The long and short of it is that we
squander an excellent chance to improve
our skills and the abilities of our officer
witnesses.
Don’t make that mistake anymore. Make
sure part of your routine is sitting down
after trial with your officers and discussing
what went wrong and right. Invite everyone who was part of the trial. Never forget
the tremendous resource you have in your
investigators and victim assistance folks
who all suffer silently in trial as they see
the same mistakes repeated year after year.
Give a fair critique and graciously receive
fair critiques. When you lose, listening to
them will be harder, but you will learn
even more from those cases.
Here is a partial list of topics you should
consider:
• direct questioning by the prosecution
• direct testimony by the officer
• use of visuals and demonstrations
• defense strategies used
• testimony on cross
• witness demeanor
• report writing
• videotaping and presentation of the
video
• questioning and other investigative techniques
• stop issues
I constantly have officers and prosecutors ask me to create mock exercises,
which are fine, but we all have a “real”
educational opportunity at the conclusion
of every single trial. There are no abstract

or hypothetical situations here.
Each side is presented with so many
practical and memorable examples
of what worked and what did not.
There is also a true opportunity here
for supervising attorneys. Grab officers and junior attorneys alike and
give timely advice to both at a time
they should be most able and motivated to absorb it.
Post-trial discussions should be
discussions, not brow beatings.
Officers have something to teach
Post-Trial
prosecutors, and prosecutors need
Review
to train officers if justice is ever to
be achieved. Learning from capable
defense counsel is preferable to
repeated defense drubbings. After losses
Listen as well as talk. I can’t tell
a cooling-off period is often very advis- you the number of times I have had offiable. My practice for years after a col- cers at my schools tell me, “I just wish my
league lost a case was to send him home prosecutors told me exactly what they
and discuss it after a good night’s sleep. I want.” Post-trial meetings are an unparalthink this is wise.
leled chance to get on the same page.
Make sure officers and new prosecutors
When critiquing trial performance or get to ask questions, and help them work
trial testimony I have several suggestions.
through your suggestions. We all learn
Never critique what you can’t fix. This more by talking than by passively being
kind of help is no help at all, it is just plac- talked “to.” By listening as much as you
ing blame. No one needs to be told they talk, you will also very quickly learn if the
sweat a lot or have a stuttering problem. point you were trying to make was reTrust me—they know. Pointing it out is ceived. Applying this rule will also make
counter-productive and only hurts feelings, the things you have to say a learning expehinders improvement, and destroys rela- rience, and not just a gripe session.
tionships. If you can’t think of a way to fix
the problem you saw, leave it alone.
Prepare for this meeting. Sure, time is a
luxury. But plan what you want to say
Resist the urge to fix everything. Simply anyway. Don’t waste this opportunity with
put, too much critique locks down an ear- a freeform flood of half-developed ideas.
nest recipient and alienates a less receptive Organize, prioritize, and create practical
one. No one can change every bad habit suggestions and solutions. Be detailed and
they possess at once. Prioritize your points, specific so that you can replay as close to
curing problems that are reversible first, verbatim what happened at trial. Give ex“case losers” second, and personal pecca- amples, and if the situation allows, even
dilloes last. When I used to critique mock practice what you suggest. When you take
trials, client counseling, and moot court at this sort of time, real and lasting learning
Texas Tech School of Law, I violated this takes place.
suggestion as badly as ever. My long critiques were as legendary as they were inefOfficers generally don’t go through the
fective. My poor captive audiences sat effort to make an arrest when it is not justipolitely with glazed eyes getting nothing as fied. Prosecutors don’t generally try defenevery suggestion I can think of battered dants who should be acquitted. But investheir brains. Brevity produces clarity and tigative, advocacy, and trial mistakes exretention. If your officer or new prosecutor plain most of our losses at trial. If we fail
can’t remember what you said, his mistake to correct those mistakes when we identify
will be repeated. As someone much them, we are doomed to suffer more such
smarter than I once said, such repetition is losses, resulting in injustice. Repeated ininsanity.
justice is insanity.
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MADD
IDAHO’S 20TH
ANNIVERSARY

The Joy Trent Outstanding
Law Enforcement Award
Sgt. Lori Sperry accepted
the Outstanding Law Enforcement Award in behalf
of the Boise City Police
Department’s STEP Team.
The award was given in
memory of Joy Trent.

Officer Casey Hancuff
During MADD Idaho’s 20th
Anniversary Celebration,
Officer Casey Hancuff was
recognized for making his
2,000 DUI arrest after
only 8 Years with the
Boise City Police
Department STEP Team.

Idaho Traffic Law Update
State v. Leslie, --- Idaho --(Ct.App.2008):

State v. Gross, --- Idaho --(Ct.App.2008):

Leslie was charged with Felony DUI
based on two previous convictions for
DUI, one of which had been an excessive
DUI under I.C. § 18-8004C. Leslie argued
I.C. § 18-8005(5) expressly excluded excessive DUI’s because the provision begins with “except as provided in section
18-8004C.” Furthermore, Leslie argued
the legislature expressly excluded I.C. §
18-8004C from consideration in section
18-8005(5) because it is a separate offense
from I.C. § 18-8004(1)(a)-(c) that requires
the additional element of proving a BAC
above 0.20. Finally, Leslie argued the ambiguities in the statute must be resolved in
his favor according to the rule of lenity.

A jury found Gross guilty in a Felony
DUI trial. Gross appealed his conviction
arguing the prosecutor committed misconduct during closing argument. The Court of
Appeals vacated Gross’s judgment of conviction finding numerous improper comments were made during the prosecutor’s
closing argument and these comments cumulatively rose to the level of fundamental
and prejudicial error. Specifically, the court
found, “The prosecutor repeatedly disparaged defense counsel, asked the jury to
rely on the officer’s and prosecutor’s selfproclaimed trustworthiness and integrity
and, most troubling, appealed to the emotion and passion of the jury by asking its
members to step into the shoes of a hypothetical victim of Gross’s alleged drunk
driving. All of these improper arguments
sought a finding of guilt based on factors
outside the evidence.”

The Idaho Court of Appeals made short
work of these arguments stating the plain
language of I.C. §§ 18-8004C and 188005(5) are unambiguous and does not
preclude the use of a prior DUI conviction, with an enhanced penalty for excessive alcohol concentration, from being
used in making a Felony DUI charging
determination. The court held that section
18-8004C explicitly provides for an enhanced penalty upon finding the defendant guilty of I.C. § 18-8004(1)(a) and the
defendant’s BAC is 0.20 or higher. Therefore, the plain language of section 188004C presupposes a finding of guilt under section 18-8004(1)(a). The rule of
lenity did not apply because the statutes
were found to be plain and unambiguous.
The court concluded it would be an “absurd” result to hold that a repeat DUI offender should have a previous misdemeanor DUI stricken from consideration
in determining a felony enhancement because it was enhanced due to excessive
blood alcohol concentration. The policies
behind providing enhanced penalties for
repeat DUI offenders, especially those
with excessive blood alcohol concentrations are to remove them from the roadways for a longer period of time, deter
them from committing further offenses,
and to deter other potential offenders.
Leslie’s judgment of conviction for Felony DUI was affirmed.
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The case is worth reviewing to gain insight
into how the Court of Appeals determined
which statements were improper and, when
considered together, those statements were
sufficiently egregious to be considered
fundamental error. Reviewing the decision
will also shed some light on statements
found not to be improper or amount to
prosecutorial misconduct. This case is also
a good review of how the court determines
whether misconduct has occurred, and if
so, whether the misconduct rose to a level
of fundamental error, and if the misconduct
was prejudicial or harmless.
“While our system of criminal justice is
adversarial in nature, and the prosecutor is
expected to be diligent and leave no stone
unturned, he or she is nevertheless expected and required to be fair.” State v.
Field,144 Idaho 559, 571 (2007).
Disclaimer:This newsletter is a publication of
the Idaho Prosecuting Attorneys Association, Inc.
Readers are encouraged to share varying viewpoints on current topics of interest. The views
expressed in this publication are those of the
authors and not necessarily of the State of Idaho,
IPAA, or the Idaho Department of Transportation.
Please send comments, suggestions or articles to
Jared Olson at jared.olson@post.idaho.gov.

LAST CALL
On September 10, 2008 MADD Idaho
celebrated its 20th Anniversary with a luncheon
at the Boise Train Depot. Debbie Weir, National
Director of MADD Victim Services & Chief
Operating Officer was the keynote speaker. The
event was well attended and a number of
awards were given. They included:
• Mike Clegg, Volunteer of the Year
Award in memory of Carol Stadler Price;
• Boise City Police Department’s STEP
Team, Outstanding Law Enforcement Award
in memory of Joy Trent; and
• The Idaho Victim Witness Association,
Outstanding Victim Services Award in memory of Michael Garrow.

IPAA’s 2008 Newly Elected
Prosecutor’s Course!
December 1-3, 2008
Meridian, POST Academy

In addition, Officer Casey
Hancuff of the Boise City Police
Department was recognized for
his 2,000 DUI arrest in 8 years
with the department's STEP Team.
This would average 20 DUI arrests
every month. A number of other
awards were presented by the
Founders’ of MADD Idaho to
their volunteers. Congratulations to these well-deserving
recipients!
Over the past 20 years,
MADD
MADD Idaho volunteers have
Idaho’s 20th
been instrumental in making
Anniversary
Idaho a safer place to live and
drive.
For example, MADD
tional opportunities for the public. Over
Idaho was instrumental in making
the past two years, I have been able to work
Idaho the first state to adopt the 0.08 blood
and/or observe many of these dedicated volunalcohol concentration legal standard. In 1994
teers. It was certainly my pleasure to attend and
the Idaho Crime Victim’s Rights Constitutional
be part of this momentous occasion!
Amendment was passed with the help of this
-- Jared Olson, Idaho’s TSRP.
organization. MADD Idaho continues to advocate for victims and provide important educa-
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